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7
Femtosecond to millisecond
transient absorption
spectroscopy: two lasers – one
experiment

7.1 INTRODUCTION
The essential processes of any solar fuel cell are light absorption, electron hole
separation and a chemical reaction that stores the energy. These reactions
typically span a range from femtoseconds to milliseconds or seconds. To study
these processes with transient absorption spectroscopy, the measurements are
usually divided into two regimes: the femtosecond to nanosecond timescales are
studied with an ultrafast laser system and the nanoseconds to seconds regime
using a Q-switched laser with longer pulse duration. In this chapter we describe
the implementation of a dual-laser setup that covers the femtosecond to
millisecond regime in a single experiment, making it possible to study this range of
timescales with constant experimental parameters.

7.2 TIMESCALES OF PHOTOPHYSICAL PROCESSES
In the introduction of this thesis approaches for photoelectrochemical fuel
production were divided into three classes: the molecular approach, the solidstate approach and the hybrid approach. The photophysical processes taking
place in these structures are discussed in detail in the introduction chapter.
In the light of solar fuels, the most relevant timescales for molecular structures
are those of electron transfer (femtoseconds or picoseconds) and recombination
of the charge separated state. This recombination step is often seen on the
picosecond timescale,56,58,109 but exceptional cases where the charge separated
state lives longer than a microsecond are most important for solar fuel
application.73,139,172
For solid-state materials interband relaxation and trapping is often seen on the
femtosecond and picosecond timescale. Recombination of electrons and holes is
seen from picoseconds to seconds.135,156,158-160 Hybrids, in which a solid-state layer
is photosensitized with molecular chromophores, add the step of electron
injection into the solid-state layer on the femtosecond and picosecond
timescale.173,174 In all of the mentioned design strategies the final step is chemical
conversion. This typically takes place on a timescale of milliseconds or
seconds.158,159
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Requirements for a high solar-to-fuel conversion efficiency are high yields of
charge separation, slow recombination and fast catalysis to compete with
recombination. Transient absorption spectroscopy can be a valuable tool in the
optimization process, given that the relevant timescales are addressed.

7.3 TECHNIQUES AND POSSIBILITIES
In ultrafast transient absorption the time range is set by a mechanical delay stage,
of which the maximum delay is typically a few nanoseconds. It is possible to pass
the delay stage multiple times, stretching the maximum delay to ~10 ns, but this
longer delays often suffer from displacement of the beam upon moving the delay
stage. There are however other techniques available that cover absorption
transients on timescales longer than nanoseconds. In 1950 George Porter
reported a transient absorption spectroscopy technique using two flash discharge
lamps – triggered by a rotating wheel – with which kinetics of milliseconds and
longer could be measured.175 In 1967 George Porter shared the Nobel Prize with
Manfred Eigen and Ronald George Wreyford Norrish for the development of this
flash photolysis technique.
Further development of transient absorption spectroscopy with flashed light
sources improved the time resolution into the microsecond range. With the
discovery of Q-switched pulsed lasers in the 1960’s the nanosecond timescale was
included. Transient absorption spectroscopy setups based on Q-switched lasers
are still commonly used. A typical setup uses a Nd:YAG laser as pump and a Xenon
lamp as probe. The Xenon lamp can be pulsed, but the time dependence of data
acquisition is achieved by fast detection, using a fast photo-diode and
oscilloscope. The time resolution is typically around 10 ns. This type of setup is
still often referred to as flash photolysis, although its application nowadays is
much more broad than photolysis experiments. Disadvantages of measuring on
this short timescale limit of flash photolysis is that the signal to noise ratio is low
and the data is often obscured by a ‘flash artifact’.
To study a system over a wide range of timescales one often uses ultrafast
transient absorption spectroscopy for the femtoseconds to ~3 nanoseconds
timescales and flash photolysis with Q-switched lasers for the ~10 nanoseconds to
seconds timescales. A downside of this approach is that the experimental
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conditions are not equal. For example, the excitation energy in ultrafast pumpprobe spectroscopy is 1–500 nJ per pulse, while the excitation energy is in the mJ
range for flash photolysis. The experimental differences and the lack of overlap of
time ranges makes it difficult to compare the results of nanosecond flash
photolysis to ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy. It is also limited to samples that
are photostable enough to survive the millijoule excitation of nanosecond
duration. For these reasons we have developed a transient absorption
spectroscopy setup based on two ultrafast lasers that covers the femtosecond to
millisecond regime in one experiment.
The dual laser setup described below has been extensively used for transient
absorption experiments with detection in the VIS and near-IR. A Mercury
Cadmium Telluride (MCT) array is available in the lab and can be implemented for
detection in the mid-IR regime. Time resolved spectroscopy with mid-IR detection
is especially sensitive to proton dynamics. Mid-IR transient absorption
spectroscopy is technologically superior to the step-scan FTIR technique. For solar
fuel research this can be applied to follow proton-coupled electron transfer
processes16 and proton release in water oxidation reactions.20,176
Another technique that can be exploited with the dual laser setup is time resolved
stimulated Raman spectroscopy. In this case a fs pulse is used to excite the sample
followed by a picosecond narrowband pulse combined with a broadband white
light continuum to acquire the Raman signal of the excited sample. This technique
has already been implemented in the lab for use with a single ultrafast laser and is
now extended to cover the fs to ms timescales using the dual laser setup.177

7.4 TWO LASERS, ONE EXPERIMENT
In the dual-laser setup two laser amplifiers are installed: Legend and Libra
(Coherent, Santa Clara, CA). Both lasers generate <50 fs pulses at 800 nm and kHz
repetition rate with an output power of 3 W (Legend) and 4.5 W (Libra). The
Legend and Libra are seeded by the same oscillator, vide infra. In the transient
absorption experiment the Legend is used as pump and the Libra as probe, see
Figure 7.1. An optical parametric amplifier (OPerA Solo, Coherent) is installed in
the Legend path to tune the excitation wavelength. The OPA is pumped by the full
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output power of the Legend to generate high power excitation pulses. The
transient absorption signal is recorded as described previously.4
The delay between pump and probe is generated in two ways: a delay line and an
‘electronic delay’. The delay line can generate delays from femtoseconds to 3.8
nanoseconds. The term ‘electronic delay’ is used for changing the electronic
triggers of the Legend amplifier.

Figure 7.1 The fs to ms transient absorption spectroscopy experiment. Separate amplifier
lasers are used for the pump and probe path. The amplifiers are seeded by the same
oscillator.

The oscillator, pumps and amplifiers in the setup are schematically depicted in
Figure 7.2. The Legend and Libra share an 80 MHz oscillator (Vitesse, Coherent)
and are pumped separately (Evolution, Coherent). The timing of the triggers is
governed by two Signal Delay Generators (SDG and SDG Elite, Coherent). Three
trigger signals are needed to generate an amplified pulse:
1.
2.

3.

A trigger of the Evolution pump.
A trigger of Pockels cell 1 for the injection of a seed pulse from the
Vitesse. This seed pulse is amplified in the cavity, using the energy of the
pump.
The amplified pulse is ejected by triggering Pockels cell 2.

In a fs to ms transient absorption experiment the Legend is delayed by changing
the values of the three triggers simultaneously. This leads to amplification of
subsequent pulses from the seed. Time steps of 12.5 ns are made, corresponding
to the time between two seed pulses of the 80 MHz Vitesse.
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Figure 7.2 Oscillator, pumps and amplifiers in the setup.

The total delay that is applied is the sum of the delay line and electronic delay. For
the fs to ns scale the electronic delay is kept zero, while the delay line makes
steps. The maximum delay that can be achieved this way is 3.8 ns. In practice the
zero delay is usually chosen at 0.3 ns, so that a range from -0.3 to + 3.5 ns can be
measured. At the first 12.5 ns electronic delay step, the delay line is set to -0.3 ns,
resulting in a total delay of 12.2 ns. The gap between this data point and the
previous is then limited to 8.7 ns. If smaller time steps are needed, one can
choose to send the pulse multiple times through the delay line. In Figure 7.3 an
indication is given of available delay times for single (black) and double (red) pass
of the delay line.

Figure 7.3 Available delay times for single (black) and double (red) pass of the delay line.

A similar approach of using two femtosecond laser amplifiers was reported
previously by the group of Peter Hamm.178 In that setup the amplifiers are seeded
by two synchronized 80 MHz oscillators. The synchronization mechanism is based
on a piezo-actuated mirror in one of the oscillators. Delays longer than 12.5 ns are
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set by an electronic delay like described in this chapter. In addition, delays shorter
than 12.5 ns were made by adjusting the phase difference between the
oscillators. The advantage of that approach is that the available time range can be
scanned in a continuous manner. An important downside however is that the
jitter in the synchronization mechanism limits the time resolution to 2 ps,
compared to 100 fs reported here (vide infra).

7.5 IMPLEMENTATION IN DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
SDG 1 (SDG Elite) calculates the timing using the 80 MHz frequency of Vitesse as
clock, SDG 2 (SDG) follows. SDG 2 is connected to an output delay of SDG 1;
changing this delay will affect all delays of SDG 2. The triggers of both Signal Delay
Generators are listed in Table 7.1. The data acquisition software can control the
delays of SDG 1. The values of SDG 2 are not directly accessible in the software,
but can be affected by adjusting delay 3 of SDG 1. By selecting ‘View SDG panel’ a
panel opens where all delays of SGD 1 can be adjusted. It is also possible to save
and reload SDG settings.
Table 7.1 Triggers of signal Delay Generators

SDG 1
Delay
1
2
3
4
5
6

SDG 2
Function
Libra Pockels Cell 1
Libra Pockels Cell 2
SDG 2
Evolution Legend
Evolution Libra
Choppers
and
detector

Delay
1
2
3

Function
Legend Pockels Cell 1
Legend Pockels Cell 2
Oscilloscope

Next to directly typing in delay values one can use the ‘Adjust Libra timing’ or
‘Adjust Legend timing’ option. This leads to a concerted adjustment of the triggers
of the Pockels Cells and Evolution of the specified laser with one electronic delay
step. For Libra, these triggers are located at delay 1, 2 and 5 of SDG 1. For Legend,
delay 3 and 4 of SDG 1 are used. The software reads out the Vitesse frequency
from SDG 1. From this frequency the exact time between two seed pulses is
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calculated. This value (~12.5 ns) is used as one step. The values that are send to
the SDG are rounded to 0.25 ns.
During a measurement, the timing of the Libra is fixed and the Legend makes
steps as requested by the user by an input file. This ‘.txt’ file must include three
header lines, followed by five columns. The first two columns are the delays for
delay line 1 and 2 in picoseconds. The third column includes an extra delay line for
future use. In column four the electronic delay must be given by the number of
steps. The fifth column includes the number of recorded shots per measurement
point. An example of an input file is given in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Example of input file for dual laser experiment

Header line 1
Header line 2
Delay 1
-1
-0.5
…
3400
3500
-300
3500
0
0
…

Delay 2
0
0

Delay 3
0
0

SDG steps
0
0

# of shots
998
998

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
2
3

998
998
998
998
998
998

7.6 SETUP OUTLINE
A more detailed outline of the ‘Multi-pulse’ setup is shown in Figure 7.4. The base
of the setup is formed by the Libra and Legend, together with the Vitesse and
Evolutions. The Vitesse is positioned inside the Libra; a window in both amplifiers
allows the beam to pass to the Legend.
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Figure 7.4 Outline of the Multi-pulse setup. V=Vitesse, E=evolution, WLG=white light
generation.

The Legend couples into OPA 4. This is the OPA that is used in a dual laser
Transient Absorption experiment, like shown in Figure 7.1. In all experiments
white light is generated from the Libra. The Libra also couples into OPA 1 (visible),
OPA 2 (visible), OPA 3 (near-IR) and an OPA that generates picosecond
narrowband pulses. These OPA’s are used for single laser fs to ns experiments and
multi-pulse experiments, such as pump-dump-probe.
The second part of the optical table includes two optical delay lines, an area for
the transient absorption experiment and an area for the time resolved stimulated
Raman experiment. This second part of the setup is often readjusted to the
specific requirements of an experiment.

7.7 LASER OUTPUT STABILITY
After implementation of the electronic delay functionality, the output power of
the Legend was measured as a function of electronic delay value. The power was
found to be constant on the available range.
For the Libra it was found that the power is slightly altered when delays of 160–
370 ns are generated. The difference in power is only 3%, but this has a large
impact on the generated white light probe, as can be seen from Figure 7.5. Here
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the transient absorption data of a test sample (BiVO4), recorded at delays
between 160 ns and 370 ns have a low signal to noise ratio, because of instability
in the probe beam.

Figure 7.5 Transient absorption data of a test sample (BiVO4). The white light probe
generated from Libra is affected in the 160–370 ns range.

The influence of delay on the Libra is surprising, because only the timing of the
Legend is altered when a delay is set. It was found that the cause of this delaydependence lies in a reflection from the Legend into the Libra. Both laser
amplifiers have an opening to let the beam from the seed laser – which is placed
inside the Libra box – pass to the Legend. Indeed, when this opening is blocked
the Libra performs without delay dependence. The delay dependence of Libra was
solved by placing an iris in between the two amplifiers. The opening was set wide
enough for the Legend to be seeded, but small enough to prevent reflections to
affect the Libra.

7.8 INSTRUMENT RESPONSE FUNCTION
In transient absorption spectroscopy the instrument response function (IRF) is
given by a convolution of the temporal profiles of the pump and probe pulses. The
IRF of the dual laser experiment is found to have the same IRF duration as the
single laser experiment. In the example in Figure 7.6 the standard deviation of the
IRF is 100 fs. This excellent result does not follow from the timing of the Pockels
cells (with ns precision), but from the fact that the Libra and Legend are seeded
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from the same Vitesse source. The Pockels cells merely govern a time window
such that the right pulse from the seed enters the amplifier. The amplification
only begins after the actual arrival of the seed pulse on the crystal. Therefore, the
IRF is not determined by the Pockels cells, but by the seed, and as long as the
Vitesse is stable the IRF is still determined by the pump and probe pulse duration.

Figure 7.6 Rise of signal in a transient absorption spectroscopy experiment using the duallaser setup.

Between successive scans, the arrival time of pump and probe is found to vary.
This can be seen from the different positions of the signal rise for the scans in
Figure 7.6. The variation of this ‘time zero’ is attributed to a change in path length
within the amplifier as a result of temperature fluctuations. The shifting can be
minimized by waiting long enough for the amplifiers to equilibrate, but cannot be
fully avoided. More examples of data obtained with the dual-laser setup can be
found in the other chapters of this thesis.
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